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Is there an easy to implement, low cost, readily modifiable, scalable, and effective online system for mathematics?
Online Math Website

- Content Repository
- Online Tutoring
- Homework
- Sample Tests, Assessment
Goals for Online Math Support Site

- Improve student math success.
- Keep local faculty in control while allowing for collaboration.
- Easier to implement than a full scale course redesign.
- Create modifiable model which does not require much bandwidth.
CSUN PILOT 2010-2011

- Online UC/CSU Mathematics Placement Test Preparation
- Individualized online tutoring for gatekeeper courses
Instructional Goals

Improve

- conceptual understanding
- procedural fluency
- problem solving

Problems fall into three types:

- one-step problems
- multi-step problems
- process problems
COMPONENTS

STUDENTS

Student Tutors  Faculty

DRUPAL

moodle

WeBWorK

Online, Free, Modifiable Content
MPT Site Design

Drupal – CMS, acts as the exterior shell

Moodle – LMS for content repository, collaborative space for tutoring

Webwork – MAA and NSF funded National Problem Library free open source database of math problems used by 240 universities with over 20,000 problems from algebra – lower division college math courses.

Webwork is integrated with Moodle.
1. Initial Login

Open the link below:

http://mathweb1.sandbox.csun.edu/moodle1/login

The following screen appears:

Read more
Created meta-course for 6 sections of M150A Calculus I
The Mathematical Association of America and the National Science Foundation funded the development of the National Problem Library free open source database of math problems used by 240 universities with over 20,000 problems from algebra to lower division college math courses.

Webwork is integrated with Moodle.

- Single sign-on
- Integrated gradebook
EXCELLECT FREE CONTENT FOR MATH

Using an open-content, web-based collaborative models, many contributors are working towards developing high quality educational content that will serve both as core text as well as provide an adaptive environment for learning.
Mathematics Placement Test Preparation

---

### Topic outline

- Basic facts about the MPT and how to use this site
  - News Forum: Tutor Schedule
  - Information about the MPT
  - MPT course tutorial in flash video
  - How to start a forum or chat
  - How to post a Forum
  - Enter a chat room

1. Take a sample test
   - Input solutions for the practice MPT
   - MPT -- interpret your results

2. Quick Review
   - Algebra Cheat Sheet by P. Dawkins
   - Trig Cheat Sheet by P. Dawkins

3. Additional Review Problems
   - Post a Forum: Ask Questions About Webwork Problems
   - Introduction to Webwork
   - Functions
TUTORING

• Tutoring is a type of supplemental instruction; it does not replace regular instruction.
• Students seek tutors’ help, and can form strong lasting teaching influence on a student.
• A reliable tutoring service can raise passage, retention, and graduation rates.
On-Campus Tutoring Centers

- Students receiving a B or better are eligible to become tutors
- Usually, a professor’s note of recommendation is sufficient
- Tutors are placed in the labs or in classrooms on campus and their times advertised

Tutoring Centers

😊 Students use tutors as solution manuals
😊 Tutors’ knowledge of content may be weak
😊 Tutors' pedagogical experience is very limited
😊 No supervision or record of tutors’ work

Individual Student Tutors
Many Online Tutoring Services Exist

The following is the response I received from TutorVista.com on my question to explain how to solve inequality $|x-3|<6$

$|x-3|<6$ implies $x-3<6 \text{ or } -(x-3)<6$

$x-3<6 \implies x<9$ and $-(x-3)<6 \implies x>6+3 \implies x>9$

$x<6+3 \implies x<9$
My Experience with Online Tutors

• Incorrect solutions were provided.
• The interaction with the tutor was very limited, probably because tutors are very busy.
• Understanding of the content was not evaluated.

Overall, we see some old challenges:
😊 Students use tutors as solution manuals
😊 Tutors have weak knowledge of content
😊 Tutors have limited pedagogical experience

And some new:
😊 Tutors are probably overworked
😊 Communication is limited for technical reasons
Online Tutoring Centers

- Supervision and training
- Convenient location
- Reaching more people

Supervisor

Tutors

Students

On campus

On the go

From home

moodle.csun.edu
The Pedagogy of Online Tutoring

- Builds independent problem solving through questioning.
- Provides students and tutors with an opportunity to improve their written communication skills.
- Faculty have a clear picture on level of understanding before the test.
CSUN Online Math Tutoring

- **Mode of communication:** forums, chats, but video and audio is possible.

- **Software:** Moodle enabled with LaTeX scripting, ASCIIMATH, and HTML editing

- **Hardware:** located on a math dept server.

- **Who can participate:** CSUN can ask questions, open for view to everyone.

- **Who is handling the communication:** Student tutors supervised by faculty.
Calculus I Math Tutoring Site Usage 2010-11

- Tutors were available five nights a week for 3 hours per night.
- More than 40% of the class used the tutoring site.
- Tutor and student growth in Q&A develops over time.

However,
- Most of the visitors are passive.
Measures of Effectiveness

Count number of return visits per student as a measure of usefulness of the site

Correlate with grade and other student attributes
Evaluation Methods

- Site usage; frequency, quality of question response interaction
- Evaluation of tutor's communication skill gains
- Survey students, tutors, and supervisors
- Service to self-identified disabled students and repeaters
- Study individuals, classes, multi-section
- Performance
- Accessibility reports
- Universal design reports, evaluation of tools
Advantages of CSUN Tutoring

• Asynchronous forum mode: inexpensive and efficient.

• Re-use and recycle: materials can be pre-selected and re-used.

• Opportunity for training: tutors receive feedback from the supervising professor, both positive and negative.
Online Math Tutoring Center  
Scale-up, Spring 2011

• Online tutoring was successfully run in Calculus I, Business Calculus, and Introductory Statistics
• 27 Tutors, 5 faculty supervisors
• More than 3000 students have access

What's Next? Outreach to local high school students was initiated and proposals for funding to work abroad.
Online Tutoring at CSUN

• Will provide a controlled quality inexpensive tutoring

• Student assistants receive training while participating in online tutoring. This prepares them to be better teachers.

• Innovative use of technology can change the landscape of student outside of the class interaction by making learning more social learning.
Universal Design in Education

Save Time and Money

- Save Time and Money — Avoid Printing Documents!

Across campus, individuals are learning how to create documents that can replace the need to print while still maintaining smooth navigation and usability of the document.

- For course materials considering leveraging free Web resources and CSUN database materials via the Library to save students' money.
- Offer materials electronically to provide flexibility and ease of access.

Email us to find out more or schedule a session.

Announcements

Universal Design in Education

Principles of Universal Design in Education provide a framework for designing curricula that enables all individuals to gain knowledge, skills, and enthusiasm for learning. UDE provides support for learning and reduces barriers to the curriculum while maintaining high achievement standards for all [CAST, 2009].

How does Universal Design relate to ATI?

The principles of Universal Design are based on teaching all students regardless of their individual processing styles or characteristics. Disability is just one of many characteristics that an individual may possess. Designing ways to access information and technology in a fashion that is useable to everyone helps support the California State University's (CSU) ongoing commitment to provide access for individuals with disabilities. More information can be found at The Trace Center's Accessibility/Universal Design Information.
Universal Design

Goal: create pathways for individuals to learn, communicate, and share via information technology, regardless of their individual learning and processing styles, or physical characteristics. Based on designing-in interoperability, usability, and accessibility
KEEP IT SIMPLE
WIN-WIN SITUATION

**Students** – learn more, no cost, flexible hours

**Student Tutors** – make money, gain experience, improve communication skills, work flexible hours

**Faculty** – reduce workload, maintain local control or go with system

**Provosts** – Increase SLO and graduation rates
SUMMARY

Given tough financial times, it is great to know that there are faculty created solutions to problems in higher education that are effective, low cost, easy to implement and engage students in a learning-centered environment.
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